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ABSTRACT Network slicing in 5G is expected to essentially change the way in which network operators
deploy and manage vertical services with different performance requirements. Efficient and secure slice
provisioning algorithms are important since network slices share the limited resources of the physical
network. In this article, we first analyze the security issues in network slicing and formulate an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) model for secure 5G core network slice provisioning. Then, we propose a heuristic 5G
core network slice provisioning algorithm called VIKOR-CNSP based on VIKOR, which is a multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) method. In the slice node provisioning stage, the node importance is ranked
with the VIKOR approach by considering the node resource and topology attributes. The slice nodes are
then provisioned according to the ranking results. In the slice link provisioning stage, the k shortest path
algorithm is implemented to obtain the candidate physical paths for the slice link, and a strategy for selecting
a candidate physical path is proposed to increase the slice acceptance ratio. The strategy first calculates the
path factor Pf which is the product of the maximum link bandwidth utilization of the candidate physical path
and its hop-count, and then chooses the candidate physical path with the smallest Pf to host the slice link.
Extensive simulations show that the proposed algorithm can achieve the highest slice acceptance ratio and
the largest provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio, satisfying the security constraints of 5G core network slice
requests.
INDEX TERMS 5G core network slice, network slicing, slice provisioning, slice security, VIKOR approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of new application scenarios, such as
Augmented Reality (AR), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT),
and Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X), 5G networks have
very diverse communication requirements, including high
throughput, ultra-low latency, and ultra-reliability. Table 1
lists the three main application scenarios and corresponding
communication requirements in 5G networks defined by
the IMT-2020 Focus Group in the Telecommunication Standardization Sector of the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU-T) [1]. The one-size-fits-all architecture of traditional mobile networks is unable to meet the myriad service
requirements of the 5G networks. In addition, due to the
current distributed and heterogeneous network architecture,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Thanh Ngoc Dinh
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any changes to the network architecture need the coordination
between vendors and service providers. This is a very difficult
process that hinders innovations in network architecture.
Therefore, the concept of network slicing has been identified
by the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance
to support vertical applications with different performance
requirements and to promote innovation in next-generation
network architecture design [2].
Network slicing is considered to be a fundamental feature
of 5G networks. It can provide multi-tenancy, multi-service
support, and achieve on-demand network services for distinct
application scenarios. The 5G system architecture supporting
network slicing has already been defined in the first release
of 5G normative specifications and has been approved by
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [3]. Specifically speaking, a network slice is a self-contained logical
network with its own virtual resources, topology, traffic flow,
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TABLE 1. Three major 5G use cases.

provisioning rules with established quality of service (QoS),
security, and measureable performance metrics to provide
telecommunication services and network capabilities. For a
specific service request, the 5G infrastructure provider initializes the virtual resources and virtual network functions
(VNFs) in the resource pool, and they are combined to form
a slice instance. Slices are logically isolated and can be
deployed with service-specific customized network protocols
to host highly differentiated 5G applications and services.
There are two types of network slicing: radio access network
slicing and core network slicing [4]. In this paper, we focus
on core network slicing, where computing and networking
resources of the physical network are shared among multiple
slice tenants.
The core idea of network slicing is consistent with network virtualization [5], which enables flexible and dynamic
network management by allowing multiple heterogeneous
and service-specific virtual networks to share one substrate
network. One key issue in network virtualization is the virtual network embedding (VNE) [6]. This process allocates
physical resources to virtual networks. The same problem
needs to be solved in the 5G network slicing. We define this
issue as 5G network slice provisioning instead of VNE 1 .
Network slice provisioning refers to the process of allocating
physical resources to slice requests [7]. In particular, efficient
and secure 5G network slice provisioning is a vital challenge.
For one thing, the physical resources of the 5G infrastructure
are limited. When provisioning slices, efficient utilization of
physical resources needs to be considered so that the 5G
physical network can receive more slice requests. Concretely,
efficient slice provisioning means allocating fewer resources
to satisfy a slice request thus reducing provisioning cost.
Besides, due to the intrinsic feature of sharing, network
slicing introduces new security issues, such as the attacks
between slice tenants and slices, mutual attacks between
slices, and mutual attacks between slices and the physical
network [8], [9]. These security threats may undermine the
confidentiality, isolation, and availability of the slices. Thus,
it is necessary to design new security mechanisms to deal with
the security risks brought by network slicing.
Based on the above considerations, in this paper, we consider the 5G core network slice provisioning problem.
Specifically, we solve the problem of the efficient resource
1 The virtual network embedding (VNE) problem is renamed to network
slice provisioning problem in network slicing.
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allocation in a secure way on the softwarized and virtualized
5G core network supporting heterogeneous services. We refer
to this problem as the Efficient and Secure 5G Core Network
Slice Provisioning (ES-CNSP) problem. In order to ensure
the security of a 5G core network slice, the slice tenant may
request the slice with a specific security requirement. For
example, some slice nodes in a slice need to be provisioned
on physical nodes with encryption capabilities. Therefore,
we introduce resource constraints as well as security constraints to formulate the network slice provisioning into a
mathematical programming model. In several VNE studies, ranking nodes is integrated into the node embedding
process. Some of them use node computing resources and
adjacent link bandwidth resources to rank nodes [10], [11],
while some consider the network topology attributes besides
resource attributes to rank nodes [12], [13]. However, topology attributes and resource attributes are simply combined as
one metric to score and rank nodes in these studies, which
cannot comprehensively rank nodes.
To overcome the shortcomings of the existing ranking
methods, it is necessary to rank nodes from the perspective
of multi-attribute decision making when provisioning slice
nodes. Ranking nodes is affected by computing resources,
bandwidth resources and topological attributes. We should
consider these attributes together instead of combining them
as one metric to evaluate each node, and then make decisions according to a certain method, so as to rank the nodes
reasonably. This process of ranking nodes based on multiple
attributes is a multi-attribute decision problem. The VIKOR
method is a commonly used ranking method in multi-attribute
decision making. It ranks the alternatives according to the
distance between their evaluated value and the ideal solution. It has a strong advantage in obtaining a compromise
solution. Therefore, we propose a heuristic 5G core network
slice provisioning algorithm called VIKOR-CNSP based on
the VIKOR [14] approach. The VIKOR-CNSP algorithm
considers the resource attributes and topology attributes of
nodes and uses the VIKOR method to rank the nodes with
multiple attributes, which can evaluate the contribution of
each attribute to the ranking reasonably. The slice nodes
are provisioned according to the ranking results. The slice
links are provisioned by using the k shortest path algorithm
together with our proposed path selecting strategy. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
1) We analyze the security issues in the network slicing
environment and formulate the secure 5G core network
slice provisioning problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) model.
2) We design a two-stage heuristic slice provisioning
algorithm to solve the ES-CNSP problem. In the slice
node provisioning stage, we introduce the node importance from the complex network theory to indicate
the node provisioning order. We regard the evaluation of node importance using multiple attributes (i.e.,
resource and topology attributes) of the node as a Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) problem.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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The node attributes taken into account are node CPU,
its adjacent link bandwidth, its degree centrality, and
its closeness centrality. The VIKOR method is used to
comprehensively evaluate the node importance and to
rank nodes. The slice nodes are then provisioned in a
heuristic manner based on the ranking results.
3) In the slice link provisioning stage, the k shortest path
algorithm is implemented to obtain the candidate physical paths for the slice link, and a strategy for selecting
a candidate physical path is proposed to increase the
slice acceptance ratio. The strategy first calculates the
path factor Pf which is the product of the maximum
link bandwidth utilization of the candidate physical
path and its hop-count, and then chooses the candidate
physical path with the smallest Pf to host the slice link.
4) We have developed a simulator to perform extensive
simulations. The results show that our proposed algorithm can increase the slice acceptance ratio and provisioning revenue.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the related work in Section II. Section III presents the
secure 5G core network slice provisioning model. The node
importance ranking based on VIKOR approach is detailed
in Section IV. We present the two-stage heuristic 5G core
slice provisioning algorithms based on VIKOR in section V.
In Section VI, we describe the simulation experiments and
analyze the experimental results. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first summarize the latest work related to
the resource allocation in network slicing. Then, we discuss
the latest work related to the security in network slicing.
We next present several representative solutions to the traditional virtual network embedding (VNE) problem.
A. RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN NETWORK SLICING

The research in [15] focused on the resource allocation problem of radio access network (RAN) slicing. The
authors studied how to allocate baseband resources and
radio resources under the heterogeneous cloud radio access
network (H-CRAN) architecture. The problem was formulated as a non-convex mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) model and solved by the Lagrangian dual method.
The proposed resource allocation strategy can achieve higher
throughput and better fairness for heterogeneous services.
The radio resource allocation problem in Fog Radio Access
Network (F-RAN) slicing was investigated in [16]. Under
a hierarchical resource allocation architecture, the problem was modeled as a Stackelberg game model, where the
global radio resource manager acts as the leader and local
radio resource managers act as followers. Since this problem is NP-hard, the authors proposed a process based on
an exhaustive search to achieve the Stackelberg equilibrium.
The authors in [17] formulated a MILP model for offline
VOLUME 7, 2019

network slice embedding problem. The proposed model considered resource constraints, latency as well as reliability.
An exact solution to the model verified its feasibility, but
it cannot efficiently solve large-scale problem instances.
Delgado et al. [18] studied the resource allocation problem
of sensor network slices. They proposed a joint optimization framework for application admission control and slice
resource allocation. A heuristic algorithm was designed to
solve the joint optimization problem. The authors in [19]
modeled the resource allocation problem cross slices based
on service requests and available resources, and proposed the
Markov decision framework to obtain the optimal resource
allocation strategy for network slices. Simulation experiments showed that their proposed methods not only allocate
resources efficiently but also improve the profit of physical
network providers. Ye et al. [20] proposed a network slicing
architecture for end-to-end QoS services in 5G networks.
Under this architecture, the resource allocation for RAN slicing and core network slicing was considered. For the RAN
slicing, a dynamic spectrum slicing mechanism was proposed for the heterogeneous base stations, which dynamically
adjusts the spectrum resources of each base station according
to the real-time network load. For the core network slicing,
bottleneck-resource generalized processor sharing (BR-GPS)
was used as a biresource slicing scheme in multiple traffic
flows traversing in an network function virtualization (NFV)
node.
In the above-mentioned studies, either the RAN slice
resource allocation or the core network slice resource allocation was investigated. However, the security requirements
of slices were not taken into account in all of these studies.
B. SECURITY IN NETWORK SLICING

Since slice tenants share the physical network, security and
trust are key concerns of network slicing technology. NGMN
lists several key security issues in network slicing [21], such
as side channel attacks across slices, denial of service to
other slices, etc. The authors in [22] discussed the essential
enabler of 5G network slice security: slice isolation. They
presented some methods to achieve host resource isolation
and network communication isolation. This work was the
very first one that mitigated the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack in the 5G core network slicing by resource
isolation. Schneider et al. [23] stated that sensitive service
slices required strong slice isolation. They analyzed the trust
relationships between stakeholders in the 5G network slicing
system such as infrastructure providers, hardware and software vendors. They introduced some network architecture
models to ensure slice security but did not analyze the performance of these models. A method for proactively mitigating
DDoS attacks in 5G core network slicing was proposed by
using slice isolation in [24]. The authors considered both
the inter-slice and intra-slice isolation to create a mathematical optimization model using slice isolation as security
constraints. Through simulation and testbed evaluation, they
verified that complete slice isolation mitigates DDoS attacks.
150519
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TABLE 2. System model notations.

FIGURE 1. Three-layer 5G core network slicing system model.

The authors in [25] proposed an effective and secure serviceoriented authentication framework for 5G IoT services. The
proposed framework guaranteed the secure access and selection of slices.
C. VNE SOLUTIONS

The virtual network embedding process involves mapping
virtual nodes to physical nodes and virtual links to physical
links or paths. The VNE problem has been proven to be an
NP-hard problem [26]. Therefore, for large-scale problem
instances, heuristic algorithms or meta-heuristic algorithms
are used to solve the VNE problem. A representative heuristic
algorithm was described in [10]. In this work, the authors
used node computing resources and adjacent link bandwidth
resources to rank nodes to heuristically map virtual nodes,
and implemented the shortest path algorithm to map virtual
links. The authors in [27] considered the network topology attributes to rank nodes. The virtual nodes are mapped
according to the ranking results. After the node mapping is
completed, the shortest path algorithm is also used to solve
the link mapping. Authors in [12], [13] simply combined
topology attributes and resource attributes as one metric to
score and rank nodes. However, these studies did not comprehensively research the impact of both resource and topology attributes on node mapping. The ant colony algorithm
and particle swarm optimization algorithm were proposed in
the literature [28] and [29] respectively, to solve the VNE
problem.
III. SECURE 5G CORE NETWORK SLICE PROVISIONING
MODEL

In this section, we first describe the security issues in 5G core
network slicing and then present the system model. The used
notations are summarized in Table 2.
A. SECURITY ISSUES IN 5G CORE NETWORK SLICING

Network slicing allows multiple logical virtual slices to share
a physical network. It brings flexibility and scalability to
150520

the 5G network architecture. Fig. 1 illustrates a three-layer
system model of the 5G core network slicing. It shows
three entities in network slicing: the network infrastructure
provider, the slice provider, and the slice tenants. Although
network slicing brings many benefits, the operations of the
three entities are relatively independent. Therefore, they may
not be able to collaborate to ensure that network slices run
securely. Conversely, each entity may operate in a malicious manner to gain benefits. Thus, hosting multiple logical
slices on a shared physical network presents new security
challenges [4].
In our study, we consider the following two security issues
in network slicing [9]:
1) The attack on the physical node affecting the slice node:
the physical node provides resources for the slice node.
When the physical node is maliciously attacked, it can
modify the information of the slice node through the
virtualization manager, launch the sniffing attack, and
block the traffic in the slice.
2) The attack on the slice node affecting the physical node:
the malicious slice node attacks a physical node and
gains control of it by exploiting the vulnerability of the
physical node. For example, the slice node can initiate
a DoS attack, continuously inject error information into
the physical host in a flooding manner, and finally
cause the physical node to reject other slice requests
due to lack of physical resources.
In our study, we abstract security issues in the network slicing environment such as information leakage, eavesdropping,
DoS attack, etc. into the security requirement and security
level instead of delving into specific security issues. Thus,
we introduce the node security requirement and security level
to model the above two security issues. For the physical node,
its security requirement indicates the security level demand
for the slice nodes provisioned on it. The higher the security
requirement, the higher the security level of slice nodes.
Similarly, for the slice node, its security requirement indicates
the security level demand for the physical node. The two types
VOLUME 7, 2019
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of security constraints corresponding to the above security
issues are summarized as follows:
1) The slice node needs to be provisioned on the physical
node it trusts, that is, the security level of the physical
node cannot be lower than the security requirement of
the slice node it hosts.
2) The physical node only hosts the slice nodes it trusts,
that is, the security level of the slice node cannot be
lower than the security requirement of the physical
node that hosts it.
B. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We model the 5G core infrastructure topology as a weighted
undirected graph GI = (V I , E I ), where V I is the set of
physical nodes and E I is the set of physical links. For each
physical node vI ∈ V I , its initial total and available computing capacity are respectively denoted by c0 (vI ) and ca (vI ).
The security requirement and security level of the node vI are
denoted by sr(vI ) and sl(vI ), respectively. Each physical link
eI ∈ E I has initial total and available bandwidth represented
by b0 (eI ) and ba (eI ), respectively. PI denotes the set of all
loop-free paths in the infrastructure. The set of loop-free
physical paths between vIi and vIj is denoted by PI (vIi , vIj ).
For each path pI (vIi , vIj ) ∈ PI (vIi , vIj ), L(pI (vIi , vIj )) is the set of
links in pI (vIi , vIj ). Then the bandwidth of pI (vIi , vIj ) is defined
as b(pI (vIi , vIj )) =
min
b(eI ).
eI ∈L(pI (vIi ,vIj ))
the mth slice request

We model
as a triplet SRm =
(GSm , tma , tml ), where GSm , tma , and tml represent the topology of
the mth slice, its arrival time, and its lifetime, respectively.
The slice topology is represented by a weighted undirected
graph GS = (V S , E S ) where V S is the set of slice nodes
of the request and E S is the set of slice links. The required
computing capability of slice node vS ∈ V S is denoted
by c(vS ). The security requirement and security level of vS
are denoted by sr(vS ) and sl(vS ), respectively. Each slice
link eS ∈ E S is characterized by the amount of required
bandwidth b(eS ).
In order to efficiently utilize physical network resources,
we take minimizing slice provisioning cost as our objective
to increase the provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio. We formulate ES-CNSP problem into the following integer linear programming (ILP) model by introducing resource and security
constraints.
X X
min
xik (1 + sl(vIi ))c(vSk )
vSk ∈V S vIi ∈V I

X X

+

S
ykl
ij b(ekl )

s.t.

xik = 1,

∀vSk ∈ V S

(1)

xik ≤ 1,

∀vIi ∈ V I

(2)

vIi

X
vSk

xik c(vSk ) ≤ ca (vIi ),
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∀vIi ∈ V I , ∀vSk ∈ V S

xik sr(vSk ) ≤ sl(vIi ),

∀vIi ∈ V I , ∀vSk ∈ V S

xik sr(vIi ) ≤ sl(vSk ),
X
kl
k
(ykl
ij − yji ) = xi
vIj

∀vIi ∈
− xil ,

V ,
I

∀vSk

∀eSkl

∈V

∈E ,
S

(4)

S

vIi

(5)
∈V

I

(6)
X

S
ykl
ij b(ekl )

≤

ba (eIij ),

∀eIij

∈E .
I

(7)

eSkl

xik indicates whether the slice node vSk is provisioned onto
the physical node vIi or not. If vSk is provisioned onto vIi , xik
is 1. Otherwise it is 0. ykl
ij indicates whether the physical link
S
I
eij hosts the slice link ekl . If the physical link eIij hosts the slice
link eSkl , ykl
ij is 1. Otherwise it is 0. Since the network infrastructure provider needs to use additional resources to ensure
the security level of physical nodes, for the objective function,
we not only consider the cost of provisioning resources,
i.e., node CPU capacity cost and link bandwidth cost, but
also consider the cost of satisfying security requirement of
slice nodes, i.e., security cost. The constraint (1) ensures that
each slice node should be provisioned onto one physical node.
Eq. (2) guarantees each physical node can only host one
slice node from the same slice request. The constraint (3) is
the CPU capacity constraint. The constraints (4) and (5) are
security constraints as we discussed above. Eq. (6) ensures
that each slice link is provisioned onto a physical path and the
flow passing through physical nodes on the path except the
end nodes is 0. The constraint (7) guarantees that the sum of
bandwidth requested by all the slice links that are provisioned
onto one physical link cannot exceed its available bandwidth.
C. AN EXAMPLE OF SLICE PROVISIONING

eSkl ∈E S eIij ∈E I

X

FIGURE 2. An example of 5G core slice resource provisioning.

(3)

According to our proposed system model, we give a concrete example of 5G core network slice provisioning shown
in Fig. 2. The right side of Fig. 2 shows the 5G core infrastructure topology. The number and the ordered pair in the grey
rectangle next to the node indicate the available CPU capacity
and security feature of the physical node, respectively. The
first element in the ordered pair is the security requirement,
150521
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and the other is the security level. In our study, the security
level is expressed as a real number between 0 and 1 and
security requirement is expressed as a real number between
0 and 0.5 as described in Section VI. The number next to
the link indicates available bandwidth of the physical link.
The left side of Fig. 2 illustrates two 5G core network slice
requests (i.e., in purple triangles and green pentagons). The
number in the rectangle next to the node indicates the CPU
demand of the slice node and the ordered pair in the rectangle
represents the security requirement and security level of the
slice node. The number by the link denotes the amount of
bandwidth requested by the slice link. The slice provisioning
result which satisfies the resource constraints and security
constraints is presented on the right side of Fig.2. Slice nodes
a, b, and c of the slice request 1 are provisioned onto the
physical nodes H, F, and C, respectively. Slice links a-b,
b-c, and a-c are provisioned on the physical path H-G-F,
F-E-D-C, and H-A-B-C, respectively. Slice nodes r, s, t of
slice request 2 are provisioned onto physical nodes G, H and I,
respectively. Slice links r-s and r-t are provisioned on physical
paths G-H and G-J-I, respectively.
D. PERFORMANCE METRICS

The 5G core network infrastructure provider expects to maximize the operating profit during the long-term operation.
Thus, the main objective of the slice provisioning is to maximize provisioning revenue, reduce provisioning cost and
accept more slices. In our study, the performance of the slice
provisioning algorithm is evaluated by using slice acceptance
ratio and provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio. The two metrics
are defined as follows.
Slice acceptance ratio (AR): it is defined below.
T
P

AR =

Sm (t)

t=0
lim
T
T →+∞ P

(8)
S(t)

t=0

where

T
P

Sm (t) is the number of slice requests provisioned

t=0

successfully and

T
P

S(t) is the total number of slice requests

t=0

from time t = 0 to T .
Provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio (RC): We assume the
unit price of CPU capacity and bandwidth is 1 and also
consider the cost or revenue caused by meeting the security
requirements. Then we define the provisioning revenue and
cost of slice request GS at time t as follows.
X
X
Rev(GS , t) =
(1 + sr(vS ))c(vS ) +
b(eS )
(9)
vS ∈V S

Cost(GS , t) =

X

eS ∈E S

(1 + sl(vI ))c(vS )

vS ∈V S

+

X
eS ∈E S
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|L(pI (eS ))|b(eS )

(10)

pI (eS ) is the physical path hosting the slice link eS , and
L(pI (eS )) denotes the set of physical links in pI (eS ). Hence,
we define provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio as:
T
P

Rev(GS , t)
t=0 GS ∈Sm (t)
Rev
= lim
RC =
T
T →+∞ P
Cost
P
Cost(GS , t)
P

(11)

t=0 GS ∈Sm (t)

IV. NODE IMPORTANCE RANKING BASED ON THE VIKOR
APPROACH

In our study, we introduce the concept of node importance from the complex-network theory [30] to indicate the
order in which the slice nodes are provisioned. The node
importance is affected by many factors. In the traditional
virtual network embedding (VNE) problem [6], most studies use the node resource attributes [10] to evaluate the
importance of nodes. Several studies consider node topology
attributes on the node importance besides resource attributes [12], [13]. However, they simply combine topology
attributes and resource attributes as one metric to measure the
node importance. Therefore, in this section, we first propose
the node attributes related to resource and topology. Then we
describe the VIKOR approach to comprehensively evaluate
the node importance using the defined attributes.
A. NODE ATTRIBUTES

During the process of slice nodes provisioning, physical
nodes with higher available CPU and adjacent link bandwidth
should be given higher priority to host slice nodes. Slice nodes
with higher requested CPU and adjacent link bandwidth
should be provisioned preferentially. However, considering
only node resources may cause node load imbalance and inefficient resource utilization issues. Therefore, we also consider
the topology attributes (i.e., degree centrality and closeness
centrality) to avoid these issues. The node degree centrality
characterizes the local connection richness of the node in the
network. The larger it is, more chance the physical node has to
host slice nodes. The node closeness centrality characterizes
the distance from the node to all other nodes from a global
perspective. The larger the closeness centrality, the easier it
is to obtain a shorter path, thus reducing the use of bandwidth
resources. These discussed factors contribute to the node
importance. Therefore, we use node computing capability,
node’s adjacent link bandwidth, local topology attribute, and
global topology attribute to evaluate the importance of a node.
They are defined below.
1) NODE COMPUTING CAPABILITY

We regard the computing capability of a node as a local
resource attribute. For the physical node, the computing capability is its available CPU. The physical node with more
available CPU is able to host more slice nodes. For the
slice node, the computing capability is its requested CPU.
The slice node with more requested CPU should be given
VOLUME 7, 2019
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higher priority when slice nodes are provisioned. The node
computing capability is defined as follows.
NC(vi ) = c(vi )

(12)

2) ADJACENT LINK BANDWIDTH

We define the sum of the bandwidth of all adjacent links of
a node as another resource attribute. For the physical node,
the bandwidth of its adjacent link is the available bandwidth.
It is easier to find a physical path to host the slice links which
are connected to the slice node provisioned onto the physical
node with greater sum of the bandwidth of all adjacent links.
For the slice node, the bandwidth of its adjacent slice link
refers to the amount of bandwidth it requests. Since the slice
node with greater sum of the bandwidth of all adjacent links
is more difficult to be provisioned, it should be provisioned
preferentially.
X
LB(vi ) =
b(e)
(13)
e∈E(vi )

where E(vi ) is the set of all the adjacent links of vi .
3) LOCAL TOPOLOGY ATTRIBUTE

The degree centrality [30] of a node is introduced to represent
its local topology attribute. It is defined as the number of
a node’s adjacent links. Degree centrality reflects the local
importance of a node. The physical node with larger degree
centrality has more adjacent links, therefore, it is easier to find
a physical path to host the slice links connected with the slice
node provisioned on it.
X
LT (vi ) =
aij
(14)
vj

where aij is 1 if the node vi and the node vj is connected by a
link. Otherwise it is 0.

FIGURE 3. Procedure for solving MADM problems.

Making (MADM) problem [31]. The procedure of solving
the MADM problems is shown in Fig. 3. We use the VIKOR
method proposed by Opricovic [14] to evaluate node importance. The VIKOR method is a compromise ranking method
based on the ideal solution. It ranks the alternatives according
to the distance between their attributes and the ideal solution,
providing a maximum ‘‘group utility’’ for the ‘‘majority’’ and
a minimum of an ‘‘individual regret’’ for the ‘‘opponent’’
to make the decision process more rational. The idea of the
evaluation of node importance based on VIKOR is to regard
network nodes as alternatives and use the node attributes
defined above to comprehensively evaluate the nodes. The
VIKOR approach is described in detail below:
Step 1: Constructing the decision matrix.
In a network with n nodes, each node is an alternative, and
it has m attributes. The attributes for each alternative can be
expressed in the form of a decision matrix as follow:


x11 x12 · · · x1m
x21 x22 · · · x2m 


Xn×m =  .
(16)
..
.. 
.
.
.
 .
.
.
. 
xn1 xn2 · · · xnm

4) GLOBAL TOPOLOGY ATTRIBUTE

We use the closeness centrality [30] to represent the node
global topology attribute. It is calculated as the reciprocal of
the sum of the shortest paths of the node to all other nodes.
The closeness centrality evaluates the global importance of
a node based on the shortest path. Thus, shorter physical
path can be obtained for the slice links connected with the
slice node which is provisioned onto the physical node with
larger closeness centrality. The following is the definition of
closeness centrality.
GT (vi ) = P

1
d(vi , vj )

(15)

i6=j

where d(vi , vj ) is the length of the shortest path between node
vi and node vj .
B. VIKOR APPROACH

The evaluation of node importance using multiple attributes
of the node defined above is a Multiple Attribute Decision
VOLUME 7, 2019

In the above equation, an element xij of the decision matrix
Xn×m is the value of the ith alternative in terms of the jth
attribute.
Step 2: Normalizing the decision matrix.
In order to eliminate the influence caused by the different dimensions of the attributes, the values of the attributes
need to be normalized. We use Zn×m to denote the normalized matrix. Each element xij in the decision matrix
Xn×m is normalized according to the following formula (i.e.,
L2 normalization).
zij = s

xij
n
P
i=1

,

i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , m.

(17)

xij2

Step 3: Evaluating nodes based on the VIKOR approach.
First, the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal
solution are determined. The positive ideal solution consists
of the maximum value of each attribute, while the negative
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ideal solution consists of the minimum value of each attribute.
+
+
Z + = {max zij } = {z+
1 , z2 , · · · , zm }.
i

Z

−

= {min zij } =
i

−
{z−
1 , z2 , · · ·

, z−
m }.

(18)
(19)

Next, Si (i.e., group utility) and Ri (i.e., individual regret) are
calculated.
Si =

m
X
j=1

ωj

|z+
j − zij |
−
|z+
j − zj |

Ri = max{ωj
j

.

|z+
j − zij |
−
|z+
j − zj |

(20)

}.

(21)

Where ωj = m1 . Then, the VIKOR index (i.e., node importance here) value Qi for the ith alternative is calculated:
Qi = ξ

Si − S ∗
Ri − R∗
+(1
−
ξ
)
S− − S∗
R− − R∗

i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

(22)

Where S ∗ = min Si , S − = max Si , R∗ = min Ri , and R− =
i
i
i
max Ri . Finally, the alternatives are ranked according to Qi in
i
the ascending order.
V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM DESIGN

In this section, we propose a heuristic algorithm named
VIKOR-CNSP to solve the efficient and secure 5G core network slice provisioning problem. The algorithm includes two
stages: slice node provisioning and slice link provisioning.
The slice nodes are provisioned according to the node ranking
results obtained through the VIKOR method. The slice links
are provisioned by the Yen k shortest path algorithm [32]
combined with our proposed path selection strategy. The
detailed algorithms are described below.
A. SLICE NODE PROVISIONING BASED ON THE
VIKOR APPROACH

When a slice request arrives at the slice provisioning system, the slice node importance is evaluated according to
the VIKOR method described above and ranked by the Q
value from small to large. The smaller the Q value, more
preferentially the slice node is provisioned. The physical node
importance is evaluated in the same way. The slice nodes are
sequentially provisioned in ascending order of their Q value.
First, candidate physical nodes that satisfy the slice node
resource constraints and security constraints are obtained.
Then, the slice node is hosted on the physical node with the
smallest Q value. The slice node provisioning is presented in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Slice Node Provisioning Based on VIKOR
Approach
Input: Infrastructure network GI and slice request GS
Output: Slice node provisioning map
1: for each slice node vS ∈ V S do
2:
Q value is calculated using VIKOR Approach.
3: end for
4: Rank slice nodes in ascending order of Q value and put
the ranking results into sliceNodeList.
5: for each physical node vI ∈ V I do
6:
Q value is calculated using VIKOR Approach.
7: end for
8: for each slice node vS ∈ sliceNodeList do
9:
Obtain the candidate physical nodes candidate(vS ) for
vS satisfying the resource and security constraints.
10:
if candidate(vS ) is not empty then
11:
Provision vS onto the candidate physical node which
has the smallest Q.
12:
Put the provisioning result of vS into
sliceNodeProvisioningMap.
13:
else
14:
return sliceNodeProvisioningFailed
15:
end if
16: end for
17: return sliceNodeProvisioningMap

product of the maximum link bandwidth utilization along
the path and its hop-count as the path factor Pf , which is
defined as Eq.(23). The strategy selects the path with the
smallest Pf from the candidate paths to host the slice link. The
reason why we design this strategy is that the physical link
with excessive bandwidth utilization in the path is likely to
become a bottleneck in the subsequent provisioning process,
causing subsequent slice requests to be rejected. In addition,
the physical path with fewer hops helps in saving bandwidth,
thus increasing the utilization of bandwidth resources. Slice
link provisioning is described in Algorithm 2.
Pf = (1 −

ba (eI )
)max · |L(pI )|.
b0 (eI )

(23)

C. SLICE PROVISIONING PROCEDURES

The two-stage slice provisioning procedures are described in
Algorithm 3. In order to provide a clear understanding of the
proposed algorithm, the flowchart is shown in Fig. 4.
D. TIME COMPLEXITY OF VIKOR-CNSP

B. SLICE LINK PROVISIONING USING SMALLEST
PATH FACTOR

Slice links are provisioned by implementing the k shortest
path algorithm. First, the k shortest path algorithm obtains
k candidate physical paths for the slice link. To further
improve the slice acceptance ratio and resource utilization,
we propose a novel path selection strategy. We define the
150524

In this section, we analyze the time complexity of the
VIKOR-CNSP algorithm. In the node provisioning stage,
there are |V I | alternatives evaluated by VIKOR. For each
alternative, the time complexity of calculating attributes is
dominated by the calculation of closeness centrality. Its
2
complexity is O(|V I ||E I | + |V I | ). In the slice link provisioning stage, the time complexity is dominated by the k
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Algorithm 2 Slice Link Provisioning Using Smallest Path
Factor
Input: Infrastructure network GI , slice request GS , and slice
node provisioning results sliceNodeProvisioningMap
Output: Slice link provisioning map
1: Rank all the slice links in E S based on bandwidth requirements from large to small and put the ranking results into
sliceLinkList.
2: for each slice link eS ∈ sliceLinkList do
3:
Obtain the candidate substrate paths substratePathList
for eS meeting its bandwidth demand by implementing
the k shortest path algorithm.
4:
if substratePathList is not empty then
5:
for each substrate path substratePath
∈
substratePathList do
6:
Calculate Pf based on Eq.(23).
7:
end for
8:
Provision eS onto the candidate substrate path with
the minimum Pf .
9:
else
10:
return sliceLinkProvisioningFailed
11:
end if
12: end for
13: return sliceLinkProvisioningMap

Algorithm 3 Slice Provisioning Algorithm VIKOR-CNSP
Input: Infrastructure network GI and the ith slice request
SRi = (GSi , tia , til )
Output: Slice provisioning result
1: Release the physical resources occupied by the slice
requests ending at tia and update physical resources.
2: Slice nodes of GSi are provisioned using Algorithm 1.
3: if Slice nodes provisioning failed then
4:
return sliceProvisioningFailed
5: else
6:
Slice links of GSi are provisioned using Algorithm 2.
7:
if Slice links provisioning failed then
8:
return sliceProvisioningFailed
9:
else
10:
Allocate physical resources to slice request GSi and
update physical resources.
11:
return sliceProvisioningSucceeded
12:
end if
13: end if
TABLE 3. Algorithms for comparison.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND
RESULTS DISCUSSION

In this section, we describe the simulation settings and experimental scenarios for the evaluation. To verify the performance
of our algorithm, we compare our proposed algorithm with
the existing VNE algorithms listed in Table 3. The performance metrics focus on the slice acceptance ratio, the slice
provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio, the node utilization, and
the link utilization.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS

FIGURE 4. Algorithm flowchart.

shortest algorithm, which is O(k|V I |(|E I | + |V I |log|V I |)).
Therefore, VIKOR-CNSP has polynomial running time of
2
3
O(|V I | |E I | + |V I | ) + O(k|V I |(|E I | + |V I |log|V I |)).
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We have developed a simulator named VIKORSlicePro using
JAVA. The Brite tool [35] has been integrated into the simulator to generate the infrastructure network and the 5G core
network slice topology based on the Waxman topology model
with the parameter α = 0.15 and the exponential parameter
β = 0.2 [36]. In order to be able to compare our algorithm,
we use parameter settings similar to those in existing VNE
studies [10], [12], [37].
The infrastructure network size is set to 100 nodes, and
adjacent nodes are connected with a probability of 0.5. The
node security level takes a real number uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1. The node security requirement is a real
number uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.5. The initial
node computing capacity and link bandwidth capacity are real
150525
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FIGURE 5. Slice acceptance ratio with a slice traffic load of 20 Erlangs.

FIGURE 6. Provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio with a slice traffic load of
20 Erlangs.

numbers uniformly distributed between 50 and 100. Without
loss of generality, we set the unit price of the computing and
bandwidth resources to 1.
The number of the slice nodes in a slice request is between
3 and 10 and they are connected by a probability of 0.5. The
parameters of slice node security level and security requirement are taken the same way as physical node. The CPU
capacity requested takes a uniformly distributed real number
between 0 and 20. The bandwidth requested is a real number
uniformly distributed in the range [0, 50].
Slice requests arrive according to a Poisson process with a
mean arrival rate of λ. The lifetime of the slice request follows
an exponential distribution with a mean of µ1 = 500 time
units yielding to slice traffic of λ × µ1 Erlangs. We run each
simulation scenario for 50,000 time units.
B. RESULTS DISCUSSION
1) SLICE TRAFFIC LOAD OF 20 Erlangs SCENARIO

First, we examine the simulation scenario in which the
slice request arrival rate is 4 requests per 100 time units
yielding to a slice traffic load of 20 Erlangs. The slice
acceptance ratio, slice provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio and
cumulative revenue, and resource utilization of the four
algorithms are depicted in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8,
and Fig. 9, respectively. We obtain the reported results by
averaging the performance metrics from 10 independent
simulations.
Fig. 5 shows that our proposed VIKOR-CNSP algorithm
has the highest slice acceptance ratio throughout the simulation. The slice acceptance ratio of the four algorithms is
150526

FIGURE 7. Cumulative provisioning revenue with a slice traffic load of 20
Erlangs.

FIGURE 8. Node utilization CDF with a slice traffic load of 20 Erlangs.

FIGURE 9. Link utilization CDF with a slice traffic load of 20 Erlangs.

relatively high at the beginning of the simulation because
the node computing capacity and link bandwidth are sufficient. As the simulation progresses, the resources available are gradually reduced which results in a reduction in
the slice acceptance ratio. After about 10, 000 time units,
the slice acceptance ratio tends to be stable. The reason
is that the arrival and departure of the slices reach a relatively balanced state, and thus the available resources of
the physical network are relatively stable. In the stable state,
the VIKOR-CNSP performs 5.92%, 20.78%, 70.54% better
than TOPSIS-CNSP, BL, and CC, respectively.
Our proposed algorithm has the highest slice acceptance
ratio because it can comprehensively evaluate nodes from
the perspective of both resource attributes and topology
attributes, and the proposed path selection strategy avoids
bottleneck paths. In addition, although TOPSIS-CNSP also
takes into account resource attributes and topology attributes,
TOPSIS does not consider the relative importance of the
VOLUME 7, 2019
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‘‘shortest distance’’ from the ideal solution and the ‘‘farthest
distance’’ from the negative-ideal solution while VIKOR
does [14]. Thus, VIKOR-CNSP outperforms TOPSIS-CNSP.
Fig. 6 presents the slice provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio.
As shown in Fig. 6, the VIKOR-CNSP algorithm has the
largest slice provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio. The revenueto-cost ratio decreases rapidly in the early stage of simulation
because the physical resources are consumed as the slice
arrives, which causes that the subsequent arriving slices are
provisioned on the physical path with more hops so that
increases the provisioning cost. When the simulation time
reaches 10, 000 time units, the revenue-to-cost ratio tends to
be stable because the arrival and departure of the slices reach
a relatively balanced state.
Fig. 7 presents the cumulative provisioning revenue.
As shown, that the VIKOR-CNSP algorithm can obtain
the most cumulative provisioning revenue and it has the
fastest revenue growth. The reason is that VIKOR-CNSP
can reasonably evaluate nodes in the node provisioning
stage, and thus can accept more slice requests than other
algorithms.
Fig. 8 and 9 show the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of node utilization ratio, and CDF of link utilization ratio, respectively. The VIKOR-CNSP has the highest
node and link utilization ratios. The figures indicate that
the VIKOR-CNSP allocates more resource to slices than
other algorithms. This is consistent with Fig. 5. In addition,
we notice that the node utilization has a dependency on the
slice acceptance ratio which means that the higher the slice
acceptance ratio, the better the node utilization while the link
utilization shows a different behavior. The reason is that one
slice node is provisioned on one physical node, whereas one
slice link could be provisioned in many ways.

FIGURE 10. Slice acceptance ratio with variable slice traffic load.

FIGURE 11. Provisioning revenue-to-cost ratio with variable slice traffic
load.

2) VARIABLE SLICE TRAFFIC LOAD SCENARIOS

We evaluate our algorithm under the simulation scenarios
where the slice arrival rate is 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 slice requests
per 100 time units producing slice traffic loads of 10, 20,
30, 40, and 50 Erlangs. The slice acceptance ratio and
the revenue-to-cost ratio of the algorithms are presented in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. For all the algorithms,
the slice acceptance ratio decreases as the slice traffic load
increases. Because the physical network resources get scarce
at heavier load, the slice requests are more likely to be
rejected. The revenue-to-cost ratio decreases from a load of
20 Erlangs to 40 Erlangs, while after 40 Erlangs it tends
to be stable. Because the slice links are provisioned along
the shorter physical path under light load scenario and the
lower slice acceptance ratio under heavy load scenario makes
revenue-to-cost reach a relatively stable state. In all scenarios, the VIKOR-CNSP has the highest slice acceptance
ratio while its revenue-to-cost ratio is slightly smaller than
TOPSIS-CNSP but very close after slice traffic load reaching
30 Erlangs. VIKOR-CNSP may be still preferred since it has a
higher slice acceptance ratio which may bring a better higher
slice tenant satisfaction.
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 12. Slice acceptance ratio with the variable slice security
requirement.

3) VARIABLE SLICE SECURITY REQUIREMENT SCENARIO

In practice, different types of services may have different
security requirements. Therefore, we study the efficiency of
our slice provisioning algorithm in different slice node security requirements scenarios. In the experiment, the security
requirement of the slice node is set to a uniform distribution of
[x, 0.5], where x is the minimum value of the slice node security requirement. The slice security requirement increases
with the increase of x, which takes the value 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4. The other parameters in the experiment are the same as
slice traffic load of 20 Erlangs scenario. Fig. 12 shows that the
slice acceptance ratio decreases as the security requirement
of the slice node increases. This is because it is more difficult
to find physical nodes satisfying slice security requirements
under stricter security requirement, which cause more slices
to be rejected. However, our algorithm has the highest slice
acceptance ratio throughout the experiments.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have formulated the secure 5G core network
slice provisioning problem and proposed a heuristic slice
provisioning algorithm named VIKOR-CNSP based on the
VIKOR approach to enable slices to efficiently share the
physical network resources. Our algorithm uses the VIKOR
method to comprehensively evaluate nodes importance and
to rank nodes considering network resource and topology
attributes. The slice nodes are then provisioned according
to the ranking results. In the slice link provisioning phase,
we implement the k shortest path algorithm and propose a
path selection strategy to provision slice links.
Extensive simulations verify that our proposed algorithm
can efficiently utilize network resources to obtain the highest
slice acceptance ratio and the best revenue-to-cost ratio performance satisfying the resource and security constraints as
compared to other algorithms. Further, we studied the performance of the algorithm under different slice traffic loads and
different slice security requirements. The results show that
our algorithm can still produce the best performance. In the
future, we plan to study the dynamic reprovisioning of slices
to further improve slice acceptance ratio and provisioning
revenue and cost.
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